Leading Experts.
Proven Methodology.
Unmatched Results.
THERE’S COMPLIANCE AND THEN THERE’S SAVING MONEY.
TAG DOES BOTH.
Tax Advisors Group is a leading property tax consulting firm with a national reach that
specializes in minimizing Texas business personal property taxes, providing the highest
standard of customized tax consulting and client service with industry-leading tax savings results.

At TAG, our ultimate mission is to thoroughly minimize property taxes for our clients.
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TAG represents
more than
600 companies
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Responsible for over
$14 billion in
property valuation

525M

$

Saved clients over
$525M in property
taxes since 2001

Two decades of experience
achieving year-after-year
results for some of the world’s
industry leaders, with a 95%
client retention rate.

Texas has the most aggressive property tax code in the nation.
In Texas, business personal property is consistently over
assessed, overvalued – and is generally left unchallenged due
to the complexities of valuation and assessment appeals.

“Annual reductions in our tax
liability of greater than 30% are a
direct benefit to our enterprise.”

At TAG, we take the Texas Code at its word and harness it for
our clients to realize material savings – with an average
reduction of 30% in assessed value. Instead of depending
on filing cost depreciation renditions and relying on the tax
assessors’ tables, we have a better way.

“Annual reductions in our property
tax liability of greater than 40%
in Texas is a direct benefit to our
enterprise and our bottom line.”

Our proprietary Tag It™ methodology and technology focuses
on valuing business inventory and fixed assets at fair market
value. Simply put, hiring TAG means everything will be done
to truly minimize your property
taxes. And we are so confident
that we offer tax-savings
contingent fee pricing!

“TAG obviously knows how to
achieve outstanding results. Your
team is both effective and efficient,
and we are glad to have you on
our side.”

972.503.7506

|

info@taxadvisorsgroup.com

– Cooper Aerobics

– FlightSafety International

– Dimensional Fund Advisors

taxadvisorsgroup.com

